We searched for examples of the muonic mode ( 2) in the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 72 -inch hydrogen bubble chamber. Our sample of
( 1 ) ( 2 ) events was so selected that the A momentum could be determined from the production fit alone. This insured a kinematic check on A -decay fits. These events are examples of the reaction
each of which appears as a "two -prong + V" in the bubble chamber if the A decays through the charged mode. Our sample consists of 30,000 such events.
Scanners were asked to check the negative prong of the V, and make a list of those that had at least one obvious kink or decay. The bulk of the events listed (there were almost 1000 of them) had two kinks and were due to the seEj_uence A~p+,.,
These events looked like this:
The only events given further consideration were those for which the following conditions were satisfied:
Only one kink was visible, the decaying negative track had a curvature resembling that of a stopping 1-L and was heavily ionizing, or the decay product was minimum-ionizing.
This reduced the sample to 32 events. These events were then measured on the Franckenstein and processed by using the on-line kinematicfitting program QUEST. does not necessarily stop)
were considered, Only four events gave acceptable fit~ to hypothesis ( 7); the rest were discarded. [Most of these discarded events fitted hypothesis (8) and were examples of chain (6) for which the 'TT ---+ 1-L decay resulted in a very small kink in the track.]
The remaining four events were fitted to · one additional hypothesis. We assu;med that m chain (6) the TI decayed close to its origin and was there.fore of "zero length."
for these four events is given in Table I .
Three groups can be delineated:
UCRL-10926 A summary of the results A. Event ( 1) is definitely a muonic decay of the A. It is described in some detail in the appendix.
B. Events (2) and (3) could have a "zero length 11 pion at the decay vertex.
C. Events (3) and (4) The expected efficiency of our method for finding muonic decay was calculated by use of the curve given by Humphrey et al. 5 Their curve includes the probability that the fJ. stop in the chamber, and that the event will not be compatible with a A -+ p + rr decay, irrespective of whether the rr is assumed to go a finite distance. For our A-momentum spectrum the method is about 23o/o efficient. We still have to multiply this figure by the scanning efficiency for listing fJ. -+ e decays, which we estimate is 80o/o. UCRL-10926
The branching ratio based on the one event that fits the hypothesis of muonic decay only is ..
.,.
-5- The event is shown in Fig. 1 ; the track numbering is shown in Fig. 2 .
Results of three measurements are listed in Table III . The three measurements were made by using slightly different positions for the production vertex; thus, somewhat different A directions resulted. The table also shows the one -constraint fit to muonic A decay.
The following alternative hypotheses were tried and ruled out:
1.
Normal A --TT + p decay followed by TT . and puts narrow limits on the allowed A directions and momenta.
UCRL-10926 1/2 X 1.11 X 10-4 1/2 X 3.3 1 or Total 3.3 3 a We define "less than 1 mm in space" to be "zero length."
b The factor 1/2 accounts for the probability that these events simulate
c Event 3 in Table I could be in either category. 2c 2c --- This report w~s prepared as an account of Government sponsored work.
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